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SUMMARY  High resolution prometaphase chromosome banding has allowed the detection of discrete chromosome aberrations which escaped earlier metaphase examinations. Consistent tiny deletions have been detected in some well established malformation syndromes: an interstitial deletion in 15q11/12 in the majority of patients with the Prader-Willi syndrome and in a minority of patients with the Angelman (happy puppet) syndrome; a terminal deletion of 17p13-3 in most patients examined with the Miller-Dieker syndrome; an interstitial deletion of 8q23.3/24.1 in a large majority of patients with the Giedion-Langer syndrome; an interstitial deletion of 11p13 in virtually all patients with the WAGR (Wilms’ tumour-aniridia-gonadoblastoma-retardation) syndrome; and an interstitial deletion in 22q11 in about one third of patients with the DiGeorge sequence. In addition, a combination of chromosome prometaphase banding and DNA marker studies has allowed the localisation of the genes for retinoblastoma and for Wilms’ tumour and the clarification of both the autosomal recessive nature of the mutation and the possible somatic mutations by which the normal allele can be lost in retina and kidney cells. After a number of X linked genes had been mapped, discrete deletions in the X chromosome were detected by prometaphase banding with specific attention paid to the sites of the gene(s) in males who had from one to up to four different X linked disorders plus mental retardation. Furthermore, the detection of balanced translocations in probands with disorders caused by autosomal dominant or X linked genes has allowed a better insight into the localisation of these genes. In some females with X linked disorders, balanced X;autosomal translocations have allowed the localisation of X linked genes at the breakpoint on the X chromosome. Balanced autosome;autosomal translocations segregating with autosomal dominant conditions have provided some clues to the gene location of these conditions. In two conditions, Greig cephalopolysyndactyly and dominant aniridia, two translocation families with one common breakpoint have allowed quite a confident location of the genes at the common breakpoint at 7p13 and 11p13, respectively.

In the first phase of clinical cytogenetics, from the introduction of chromosome analysis into the range of laboratory examinations in 1956 to the late 1960s, most numerical and a few structural chromosome aberrations were detected through homogenous chromosome staining and autoradiography. The 1970s saw the introduction of banding techniques into cytogenetics and led to the discovery of a large number of different aberrations: interstitial and terminal deletions and duplications and any combination of these (double deletion, deletion-duplication, double duplication). Although this phase is not yet over, we entered a third stage in clinical cytogenetics in the early 1980s, the phase of prometaphase staining and the combination of cytogenetic and molecular biological methods for the identification of microdeletions and for gene mapping. Among other successes, the combination of cytogenetic and molecular biological methods has already enabled the identification and cloning of a number of oncogenes, but these will not be the subject of this article.

Microdeletion syndromes

Features common to the syndromes discussed below are: (1) their clinical patterns were already recognised long before their aetiology or probable aetiology, a discrete deletion, became apparent, and (2) some of them were first detected from cytogenetically unusual cases, that is, those with a more complex
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rearrangement and not a simple deletion. Several cases with complex aberrations, always in the same segment of one of the chromosomes involved, led to the hypothesis that a simple deletion of that segment was the cause of all (or at least a large proportion of) cases with this clinical pattern, and this was confirmed by a more careful search for the particular deletion in banded prometaphase preparations. This was the way the deletions in the Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS), Miller-Dieker syndrome (MDS), and DiGeorge sequence (DGS) were detected.

**Prader-Willi Syndrome**

This syndrome was first described in nine patients by Prader et al in 1966. Cardinal features include diminished fetal and postnatal motor activity with initially absent sucking and swallowing reflexes, necessitating tube feeding during the first few months of life; in boys, hypoplasia of the external genitalia; small hands and feet with short, tapering fingers; short stature; severe to profound psychomotor retardation; seizures; and (often excessive) obesity with onset after the first year of life. The face is marked by the sequelae of muscular hypotonia: narrow forehead with frontal up-sweep, upward slanting palpebral fissures, strabismus, and downturned corners of the mouth. Spontaneous puberty is diminished or lacking, and in a significant proportion of patients diabetes sets in around puberty. Life expectancy is grossly diminished (mean about 25 to 30 years). The syndrome usually occurs sporadically. Expression of its clinical components is quite variable and thus classification in patients with incomplete patterns often remains tentative.

**Cytogenetics**

The first case with a seemingly balanced D:D translocation was detected by Bühler et al as early as in 1963. However, a number of further reports dealing with cases with translocations all involving the centromeric region of a chromosome 15 had to appear before Ledbetter et al put forward the hypothesis of a microdeletion in 15q11-12 as the cause, or one of them, of PWS. This was based on the observation that in all these translocation cases the short arm, centromere, and most proximal long arm of a chromosome 15 was lost. Of these three regions, only the last is known to contain coding DNA sequences. Loss of the centromere and short arm is known, from carriers of Robertsonian translocations, not to alter the phenotype except for reproductive failure. Ledbetter et al studied prometaphase preparations from some 40 patients and an equal number of controls for microdeletions of 15q11-12. They were able to detect interstitial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>No of patients examined</th>
<th>Normal karyotype</th>
<th>De novo (del)</th>
<th>De novo translocation</th>
<th>mar+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-9</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1 Results of series of cytogenetic examinations in patients with the Prader-Willi syndrome.

Deletions of this region in about a half of the PWS patients, but in none of the blindly investigated controls (figure). Their results were confirmed in a number of subsequent serial investigations and many single reports (table 1). About 50 to 80% of PWS patients show an aberration of chromosome 15; almost 90% of these are 'simple' deletions, almost 10% are unbalanced translocations mostly involving, apart from one 15, another acrocentric or the short arm of a chromosome 9 and leading to loss of 15pter-q11/12, and the remainder include mosaics for deletions, additional small marker chromosomes, and, rarely, other aberrations. If the patients are clinically subclassified according to completeness of the pattern of abnormalities, the deletion is more frequent (about 80%) in full blown PWS patients than in cases with an incomplete or abortive pattern of the PWS features.

In two of the rare instances of PWS in sibs or first cousins, balanced translocations were found in one of the parents leading, through unbalanced segregation, to a deletion of 15pter-q11/12 in the patients. Less easy to explain is the observation of apparently the same rearrangement in a PWS child and in his healthy parent (translocation). The most likely explanation is an invisible unbalanced recombination at meiosis which led to loss of a submicroscopic segment in the proband.

Application of molecular probes to the diagnosis of interstitial deletions in proximal 15q might become possible in the near future. Donlon et al reported a patient with a visible deletion of 15q11-12 who was hemizygous for four polymorphic DNA segments localised at 15q11-2. There was, in addition, from molecular biological examinations, suspicion of a cytogenetically invisible paracentric inversion. In a second patient with characteristic findings of PWS there was no detectable deletion either cytogenetically or by determination of molecular probes. It would, of course, be interesting to find patients with no visible deletions who are...
FIGURE  Schematic representation of banding patterns of chromosomes 8, 11, 15, 17, and 22 with breakpoints indicated for the six microdeletion syndromes (for AS identical to PWS).

hemizygous for at least one of the four DNA polymorphisms available at present or for further probes in 15q11/12 to be determined.

Prenatal diagnosis of PWS?
Fortunately, virtually all PWS cases are sporadic. However, in view of possible gonadal mosaicism, and according to the usual recommendations, prenatal cytogenetic diagnosis should be offered to any mother after the birth of a child with a numerical or structural chromosome aberration. For the detection of a very subtle interstitial deletion of 15q11/12, this is a very difficult task: in contrast to blood chromosome examinations, preparations from chorionic villi or cultured amniotic fluid cells are qualitatively inferior, the time for examination is limited, and there is no possibility of repeating the procedure. Thus, such an examination for a simple deletion is not recommended. Alternative measures could be the ultrasonographic investigation of fetal motor activity and, in future, determination of DNA probes within the deleted segment.17

MILLER-DIEKER SYNDROME (MDS)
This syndrome was first described by Miller18 in 1963 and later by Dieker et al19 in 1969 and is one of the few clinical syndromes featuring lissencephaly (pachygyria, incomplete or absent gyration of the cerebrum). The pattern of abnormalities also includes microcephaly, wrinkled skin over the glabella and frontal suture, prominent occiput, narrow forehead, downward slanting palpebral fissures, small nose and chin, cardiac malformations, hypoplastic male external genitalia, growth retardation, and profound mental deficiency with seizures and EEG abnormalities. Life expectancy is grossly reduced, with death mostly occurring during early childhood. Several observations of affected sibs have suggested autosomal recessive inheritance.

CYTOGENETICS
MDS is caused by a tiny terminal deletion of 17p involving 17p13.3 (figure). As the deleted segment is very small and the banding pattern of 17p not very distinctive, unbalanced translocations with a 17p+ chromosome owing to duplication-deletion were the first to be detected.20 These few translocation families with more than one affected member had earlier led the authors to suggest autosomal recessive inheritance.21 About 15 families with 27 patients have so far been cytogenetically investigated with special attention paid to 17p.22 In seven
families, an unbalanced familial translocation was found in the patient(s), and two sibs of a further family had an unbalanced inversion. Patients with additional duplications of autosomal segments showed, besides the MDS phenotype, features caused by duplication of another autosomal segment. Two patients had ring chromosome 17 and three had simple de novo deletions. In only two patients was no aberration found. As simple deletions generally form the major cytogenetic subgroup of patients with a chromosome deletion syndrome, the small proportion of simple deletions in MDS suggests that these are mostly still overlooked because of the small size and the indistinct banding pattern of 17p13-3. Thus, molecular probes in 17p13 would greatly facilitate the diagnosis in patients with MDS.

**GIEDION-LANGER SYNDROME (GLS)**

The first descriptions were by Giedion and Langer in 1969. Cardinal features include multiple cone shaped epiphyses; multiple cartilaginous exostoses; microcephaly with (mostly mild) mental deficiency; sparse scalp hair with early balding; multiple naevi; and a pattern of facial dysmorphism (bulbous nasal tip, thinned alar cartilage, upturned nares, prominent philtrum, thin lips, large protruding ears). Most cases occur sporadically. Life expectancy is only mildly limited.

**Cytogenetics**

Bühler et al. and Pfeiffer first reported patients with deletions within the long arm of chromosome 8. The two authors, however, localised the deleted segment in different bands: Bühler assumed a terminal deletion of 8q24 while Pfeiffer described an interstitial deletion of 8q21. Subsequently, more than a dozen further cases with 8q deletions were detected, and nowadays most investigators agree that the deletion causing GLS involves at least 8q23-3 and 8q24.1-28-32 (figure). A proportion of the patients had additional atypial findings, for example, coloboma of the iris, microphthalmia, syndactyly, cardiac defects, caudal regression, and hypoplasia of the tibia. It is likely that the deletions in different patients are different in size and extent towards the centromere and telomere, thus leading to varying additional malformations. However, the cardinal features are probably caused by a deletion of all the same segment, 8q23.2→q24.1. In a minority of patients with GLS, even in prometaphase preparations of excellent quality, no deletion in 8q can be found. These latter patients are less severely mentally retarded and they less frequently have additional malformations than those with visible deletions. The minimal pathognomonic segment for the manifestation of the cardinal features of GLS is probably too small to be detected by present prometaphase banding. Again, DNA polymorphisms within the pathognomonic segment would facilitate the diagnosis in patients with GLS.

**WILMS’ TUMOUR-ANIRIDIA-GONADOBLASTOMA-MENTAL RETARDATION SYNDROME (WAGRS)**

About three dozen patients with similar deletions have been reported. Clinical findings of the syndrome, which was first recognised almost 100 years ago, include aniridia, hypernephroma (Wilms’ tumour), male genital hypoplasia of varying degree, hyperthyroidism, bifid scrotum, small penis with hypospadias, cryptorchidism, gonadoblastoma, mental deficiency, and a pattern of facial dysmorphism (long face, upward slanting palpebral fissures, ptosis of upper lids, blepharophimosis, beaked nose, and low set, poorly formed auricles). Aniridia or iris hypoplasia constitutes the most consistent finding and is often associated with corneal clouding, cataract, defects of the anterior chamber, glaucoma, and optic atrophy. All patients are virtually blind. Aniridia is not confined to this chromosome aberration and it can also be a feature of various other aberrations including trisomy 13. Hypernephroma and gonadoblastoma manifest themselves in about a quarter to a third of patients with the syndrome and are, after the cardiac malformations, the second most frequent cause of reduced survival.

**CYTOGENETICS**

Andersen et al. and Riccardi et al. first reported interstitial deletions in 11p in patients with the WAGRS in 1978. Subsequently, about three dozen further patients with similar deletions were found and it turned out that the deletion always included band 11p13 or parts of it. The size of the deleted segment varies between individual patients and correlates well with the extent of the malformations and mental deficiency. The major cytogenetic subgroup includes patients with simple de novo deletions; rarer are de novo unbalanced translocations, and familial insertional translocations are occasionally found. A pair of monozygous twins were concordant for aniridia, but discordant for hypernephroma. Since the gene coding for the enzyme catalase (CAT) is also localised in 11p13 and is deleted in almost all WAGRS patients (serum enzyme activity reduced to about 50% of normal), CAT determination can be helpful for the detection of submicroscopic deletions.

(For the dominantly inherited aniridia segregating with balanced translocations and for Wilms’ tumour see below.)
DIGEORGE SEQUENCE (DGS)

The DiGeorge sequence is a localized defect of development and therefore not a syndrome. It can occur as an isolated defect or as a component of a variety of syndromes. The defect affects the development of the third and fourth pharyngeal pouches and the fourth branchial arch and their derivatives and therefore the following structures: thymus and parathyroid gland (hypoplasia or agenesis), external ear (low position, hypoplasia of auricle, atresia of external auditory canal), aortic arch (duplication as well as interruption, abnormal insertion of vessels), and heart (ventricular septal defect and others). Clinical manifestations after birth include cardiac failure, tetanic seizures, and proneness to infections, particularly of the respiratory system. Heart defects are often lethal. Patients with the chromosome aberration described below also often display facial dysmorphism, especially hypertelorism, downward slanting of eyes, and high arch palate. Some patients have been mildly affected, displaying only mild mental retardation and a partial T cell defect, but no other malformations. Two older sibs of the proband had died of cardiac malformations without chromosome studies; the only necropsied sib had agenesis of the thymus, hypoplasia of the parathyroid glands, and truncus arteriosus communis. Further reports came from Kelley et al., Augusseau et al., and Faed et al. A search for DNA polymorphisms within the critical segment deleted in DGS patients has not yet been successful. However, Cannizzaro and Emanuel showed that the distal breakpoint in 22q11 in cases with DGS is proximal to the breakpoint in chronic myelogenous leukaemia, but not proximal to the breakpoint in Burkitt’s lymphoma with 8;22 translocation.

ANGELMAN (HAPPY PUPPET) SYNDROME (AS)

The syndrome was first described by Angelman in 1965 and the patients were called ‘puppet children’ because of a jerky, ataxic gait. Consistent features include severe mental retardation, absence of speech, seizure disorder, easily provoked or unprovoked paroxysms of laughter, hypotonia, microbrachycephaly, vertical inclination of skull base, occipital furrow, fair hair, ocular abnormalities, midface hypoplasia, macrostomia and widely spaced teeth, tongue protrusion with drooling, and prognathism. Some 50 cases have been reported including four instances of affected sibs, but the syndrome is probably much more frequent than this low number reflects.

Cyto genetics

While most malformations and malformation sequences can be associated with a large number of chromosome aberrations, the DiGeorge sequence is mainly found in one particular deletion, that is, deletion of a segment within 22q11 (figure). A second, less frequently associated, aberration is terminal deletion of 10p. De la Chapelle et al. reported five members of a family with DGS who died shortly after birth; in three of them, unbalanced segregation of a familial 20;22 translocation had led to duplication of 20p and deletion of 22pter–q11, and in the other two patients, who were not cytogenetically investigated, one parent was a balanced translocation carrier. As DGS is not a feature of duplication of 20p without concomitant deletion of parts of 22, and as, like chromosome 15 in PWS, deletion of the centromere and short arm of 22 is known not to affect the phenotype, the authors concluded that deletion of a small segment proximally in 22q must be responsible for the DGS in their patients. As with the chromosome 15 aberration in PWS, the deletion is easily visible in unbalanced translocations, whereas no patient with a simple deletion has so far been found.

The findings in three patients of a family reported by Greenberg et al. show the variable clinical manifestations caused by presumably the same deletion: a mother and one of her children carried an unbalanced 4;22 translocation leading to loss of 22pter–q11. The proband displayed a pattern of facial dysmorphism, a heart defect, partial hypoparathyroidism, thymus dysfunction, and retarded mental development. The mother was much more mildly affected, displaying only mild mental retardation and a partial T cell defect, but no other malformations. Two older sibs of the proband had died of cardiac malformations without chromosome studies; the only necropsied sib had agenesis of the thymus, hypoplasia of the parathyroid glands, and truncus arteriosus communis. Further reports came from Kelley et al., Augusseau et al., and Faed et al. A search for DNA polymorphisms within the critical segment deleted in DGS patients has not yet been successful. However, Cannizzaro and Emanuel showed that the distal breakpoint in 22q11 in cases with DGS is proximal to the breakpoint in chronic myelogenous leukaemia, but not proximal to the breakpoint in Burkitt’s lymphoma with 8;22 translocation.

ANGELMAN (HAPPY PUPPET) SYNDROME (AS)

The syndrome was first described by Angelman in 1965 and the patients were called ‘puppet children’ because of a jerky, ataxic gait. Consistent features include severe mental retardation, absence of speech, seizure disorder, easily provoked or unprovoked paroxysms of laughter, hypotonia, microbrachycephaly, vertical inclination of skull base, occipital furrow, fair hair, ocular abnormalities, midface hypoplasia, macrostomia and widely spaced teeth, tongue protrusion with drooling, and prognathism. Some 50 cases have been reported including four instances of affected sibs, but the syndrome is probably much more frequent than this low number reflects.

Cyto genetics

Very recently, three independent investigators reported interstitial deletions of proximal 15q in AS patients, comprising the same segment which is deleted in a proportion of PWS patients. In the first American paper, one out of two patients investigated had a deletion of 15q11–2. In the second, two patients had a deletion of 15q11–q13, and in a British study, four out of 10 patients showed a similar deletion. In the latter investigation, there was one further patient with a seemingly balanced pericentric inversion, inv(15)(p11q13), which was also present in the healthy mother. This observation parallels one of a familial inversion in a PWS child. Out of 95 controls, consecutive cytogenetic referrals, a 15q11–13 deletion was found in 19 (20%). At present, these findings and the cytogenetic similarity of aberrations in two clinically distinct syndromes is difficult to understand. It can be expected, however, that series of patients with AS will be examined in due course, and that molecular probes from proximal 15q will soon be available and be applied to such examinations.
Childhood tumours

Retinoblastoma (Rb) and hypernephroma (Wilm's tumour, WT), two malignant tumours of early infancy, are both sometimes found in patients with malformation syndromes. The association of retinoblastoma in combination with multiple congenital defects with (interstitial) deletion of the long arm of chromosome 13 was first described in the prebanding era. After banding methods had been applied in the examination of various cases, it turned out that, although the deletions differed in size and extent towards the centromere or telomere or both, a deletion within band 13q14 was always present. A parallel observation, namely a consistent deletion in 11p13, was found in all cases of the WAGR syndrome with occurrence of a Wilm's tumour (see above). From these observations the conclusion was drawn that a gene causing the tumour was localised within segment 13q14 for retinoblastoma and 11p13 for Wilm's tumour. As a next step, tumour tissue versus somatic tissue from affected patients was examined for markers (esterase D, the gene for which is also localised in 13q14, CAT at 11p13) and later for polymorphic DNA segments. It turned out that, as compared to the somatic cells, the normal allele had, through different pathways, been lost in the tumour cells (Rb, WT). This could have happened through loss of the entire chromosome containing the normal allele (non-disjunction leading to hemizygosity), deletion of the normal allele (hemizygosity), non-disjunction and reduplication of the mutant allele (homozygosity), or mitotic recombination (homozygosity). Through the same pathogenetic mechanism, patients carrying the Rb gene are also prone to osteosarcoma regardless of whether or not they have earlier had retinoblastoma.

It seems that for retinoblastoma the probability is high that one of these steps occurs within the first few years of development in one or more retinal cells which consequently convert to tumour cells: virtually all patients with interstitial deletions including 13q14 develop retinoblastoma, and many pedigrees of carriers of the recessive Rb gene resemble dominant pedigrees with incomplete penetrance of about 80%. Incompletely dominant pedigrees are much rarer in Wilm's tumour, although this tumour is not so much rarer in the population (1:20 000 for Rb, 1:50 000 for WT).

The Rb gene has recently been cloned but this has not yet been achieved for the WT gene.

Cytogenetically visible deletions in patients with one or more X linked disorders

In the very recent past, since many genes on the X chromosome have been finely mapped, attempts were made to identify small deletions cytogenetically. The first candidates for such specific prometaphase examinations of just a short X segment were boys who were affected with more than one X linked disorder, for one of which at least the gene localisation was known. Two groups of investigators have independently succeeded in showing a very small deletion at Xp21 in a patient affected with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), adrenal insufficiency, and glycerol kinase deficiency, while no such deletion was visible in two other boys. One investigator was even able to show, through cytogenetic, DNA, and flow cytometry studies, a (familial) deletion in Xp21 in two cousins who only had DMD and mental retardation. A deletion in Xq21.1 was observed in a family with affected males with choroideraemia and mental retardation and in a patient with choroideraemia, deafness, and mental retardation. Similar investigations are of great importance for further detailed mapping of both disease loci and polymorphic DNA segments.

Gene mapping by translocations

X LINKED DISORDERS

The method of mapping a gene by using patients with balanced translocations with common breakpoints was first used for Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and thereafter for other X linked diseases. This was not purely by chance. Such mapping is easier for the X chromosome because one need not discriminate between two possible breakpoints; the one on the X will be the breakpoint one is looking for and, because of the specific situation of X inactivation, one could select for a small and very specific group of patients: females with an X linked disorder which otherwise almost exclusively occurs in males. If the breakpoint on the X chromosome of an X,autosomal translocation runs through, and thus inactivates, an X linked gene, the carrier would theoretically be heterozygous and thus (almost always) healthy and unaffected. However, depending on the X breakpoint, and possibly also on the size of the autosomal segment attached to the X, an X,autosomal translocation will alter the normally random X inactivation pattern in such a way that the normal X is mostly or exclusively inactivated. Inactivation of the translocation X chromosome would require that both parts of the X (only one containing the presumed inactivation centre on proximal Xq) are inactivated; in addition, there is the risk of the inactivation spreading to the attached autosomal segment(s) resulting in mosaic inactivation and thus...
in mosaic monosomy of the autosomal segments. For the gene disrupted through the breakpoint on the X, the result is that there is no active allele: one is inactivated through interruption, the other constantly inactivated, a situation similar to hemizygosity in affected males. In disorders with limited survival or reproductive fitness or both, such patients always occur sporadically because an inherited translocation could only come from the mother, and she would have to be affected as well. In addition, the majority of X-autosomal translocations in females lead to ovarian failure.

Table 2 presents examples of X-autosomal translocations found in females affected with X linked disorders. By far the most frequent example is DMD with various translocations always involving Xp21, but with different autosomal breakpoints; more than two dozen different translocations have been found. In one instance, a similar breakpoint was found in a girl with Becker muscular dystrophy which is now known to be allelic with DMD. The localisation of different closely linked and intragenic DNA polymorphisms and the recent sequencing of the DMD gene began with the information of possible gene location at Xp21 which came from the first DMD females with X-autosomal translocations. In most of the other disorders listed in table 2, the breakpoint was the first information, or an important hint, about gene localisation. The lack of translocation females with haemophilia A and B is striking, especially since X-autosomal translocation carrier females affected with other X linked diseases, whose mutations are localised in the region Xq25→q28, have been found.

**Autosomal Disorders**

The strategy of mapping genes by chromosome analysis of patients with autosomal dominant conditions is based on the hypothesis that a minority of the mutations could be caused by translocations with one breakpoint running through the gene and thus hindering the production of the correct gene product. In the case of mutations which do not affect reproduction, the translocation should constantly segregate together with the disorder. Obviously, at least two independent translocations are required which should have one breakpoint in common in order to conclude that the gene could be located at that site. This condition has been fulfilled in two disorders, dominant aniridia and Greig cephalopolysyndactyly. The aniridia gene, however, was already tentatively mapped at 11p13 from the WAGR deletion (see above) before the two families with translocations segregating with aniridia with one breakpoint at 11p13 in common, but different second breakpoints, were reported. In Greig cephalopolysyndactyly, a common breakpoint at 7p13 was found in two translocation families, and a third family confirming that location recently came to our notice (Grzeschik, 1987, personal communication). A so far unclassified skeletal dysplasia segregating with a 2q32:8p13 translocation in a family has been reported. In this instance, it can be hypothesised that the gene causing this type of skeletal dysplasia could be localised at one of the two breakpoints. A family in which myotonic dystrophy type Steinert was segregating with a 5q23:8q23 translocation shows that such findings have to be regarded with some caution since the gene is known to be localised on chromosome 19.

In another family, a 4;5 translocation segregated with Huntington's chorea in two generations, but the breakpoint in chromosome 4 was at q21 while the disease locus is at 4p16.

Further autosomal breakpoint mapping through translocation cases and, if a gene does not exclude reproduction, translocation families will require great effort, but will probably allow localisation of some autosomal dominant genes and might possibly give some hints towards gene localisation for recessive disorders.

**Table 2 X-autosomal translocations in female patients with X linked disorders.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>McKusick No</th>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Breakpoint</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30405</td>
<td>Aicardi syndrome</td>
<td>Xq22</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30510</td>
<td>Anhidrotic ectodermal dystrophy</td>
<td>Xq12</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30540</td>
<td>Aarskog syndrome</td>
<td>Xq13</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30830</td>
<td>Incontinentia pigmenti</td>
<td>Xq11</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30940</td>
<td>Menkes syndrome</td>
<td>Xq13</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30990</td>
<td>Hunter syndrome</td>
<td>Xq26q7</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30900</td>
<td>Lowe syndrome</td>
<td>Xq25</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31010</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Xp21</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31020</td>
<td>DMD</td>
<td>Xp21</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31060</td>
<td>Norrie disease</td>
<td>Xp11</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31430</td>
<td>Goeminne syndrome</td>
<td>Xq28</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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